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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the research work being done at University of Minho to study the behaviour of weft-knitted fabrics produced with different elastomeric materials to be applied in medical and well-being products. The compressive characteristic of knitted fabrics play a very important role in several medical situations, such as surgery recovery, pain reduction or leg varicose. An experimental plan has been designed to study the influence of different factors in the compressive behaviour of weft-knitted functional fabrics, including the type of knitted pattern, the linear density of the elastomeric yarn, the linear density of the ground yarn, fiber cross-section and the type of finishing processes after knitted fabric producing. Different knitted fabrics, produced using a seamless machine, have been tested for cyclic tensile behaviour. The elastic deformation and the permanent deformation of each one has been measured and analysed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Textile materials play an important and crucial role in designing appropriate structures for the healthcare and medical industries. It has been established that compression therapy by making use of padding and compression bandages is an efficient treatment for healing venous leg ulcers, despite surgical strategies, electromagnetic therapy and intermittent pneumatic compression [1]. During the past few years there have been increasing concerns concerning to the performance of bandages for the treatment of venous leg ulcers. This is because the compression therapy is a complex system and requires two or multi-layer bandages, and the properties of each layer differ from other layers [1].

Compression garments originated in therapeutic medicine. However, a dramatic increase has occurred in the use of compression garments in sport. The garments have anecdotal and research supported evidence of enhancing performance. Improvements were noted in the forces applied by garments, and specifically the contributions of garments to decreased muscle fatigue [2]

The physical properties of weft-knitted fabrics for compressive functional behavior are influenced by different factors – the materials: type of yarn, yarn linear density, type of Elastane, and the production process: machine, and specific parameters of production [3, 4 and 5]. Weft-knitted elastic properties are directly related to the type of yarn used and its mechanical properties. [6]

This paper describes the research work being done at University of Minho to study the behaviour of weft-knitted fabrics produced with different elastomeric materials to be applied in medical and well-being products. Different knitted fabrics, produced using a seamless machine, have been tested for cyclic tensile behaviour. The elastic deformation and the permanent deformation of each one has been measured and analysed.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PLAN

2.1 Materials

Single jersey knitted fabrics tested are produced with 95% Polyamide and 5% of Elastane using seamless technology. Four types of polyamides have been used, two with circular cross-section and other two with trilobal cross-section, with different yarn linear densities. Four types of elastanes have been used including 13, 17, 22 and 78 dtex. Table 1 presents the properties of the different samples produced and tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polyamide (PA)</th>
<th>Elastane (EA)</th>
<th>Dimensional Properties</th>
<th>Areal Mass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yarn Linear Density (tex)</td>
<td>Cross Sections</td>
<td>Yarn linear density (dtex)</td>
<td>Wales/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>Trilobal</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Test Methods

The tensile behaviour of the weft-knitted fabrics with elastomeric materials has been evaluated under single and cyclic testing using a HOUSFIELD H10KS universal tensile tester.

Tests were conducted in the coursewise direction, according to NP EN ISO 1394-2, using Grab method. The cyclic test was conducted by performing 10 cycles up to a force of 10N.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Influence of the elastane linear density in the mechanical behavior

Figures 1 to 4 present the relationship between load and the elastane linear density. Different relationship may be observed for fabrics with polyamide with circular cross-section and polyamide with trilobal cross-section. For weft-knitted fabrics with polyamide with circular cross-section a linear relationship may be observed while for weft-knitted fabrics with polyamide with trilobal cross-section a non-linear relationship is observed.

![Figure 1. Relationship between load and linear density for fabrics with Elastane PA_78/1_circular](image1)

![Figure 2. Relationship between load and linear density with Elastane PA_78/2_circular](image2)

![Figure 3. Relationship between load and linear density of Elastane PA_78/1_trilobal](image3)
3.2 Cyclic behaviour for fabrics with circular cross section polyamides

Figure 5 presents the results for the first and the 10th cycles, in the cyclic test of circular cross section polyamides.

Results show that sample B3 presents the best results, or either, lower energy dissipation, in the first and in the 10th cycle. Sample A1, presents the higher energy dissipation.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An important influence of the yarn linear density of the polyamide and elastane in the fabric’s mechanical behaviour has been observed. Fabrics with polyamide with higher linear density and trilobal cross section, presents the better mechanical behavior, but the lowest elasticity. For the same yarn linear density the cross section does not influence the mechanical properties and the elasticity.
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ABSTRACT

This paper shows the work of an international research team (Latin America and Europe) on the study of natural fibers used by native communities in Latin America, under the framework of CYTED. Fibers from Peru, Argentina and Chile have been selected and characterized in terms of tensile properties, thermal behavior, wax and moisture contents and moisture regain. Moreover, SEM has been used to analyze the fibers microstructure. A comparison properties analysis has been performed using conventional fibers like sisal, hemp and jute. The results obtained are presented and discussed. The application potential of these fibers is also analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For some developing countries, natural fibers are of major economic importance [1]. Ecological concerns have resulted in a renewed interest in natural materials, and therefore issues such as recyclability and environmental safety are becoming increasingly important for the introduction of new materials and products [2]. One of the largest areas of recent growth in natural fiber plastic composites is the automotive industry, particularly in Europe, where natural fibers are advantageously used as a result of their low density and increasing environmental pressures. Increased technical innovations, identification of new applications, continuing political and environmental pressures, and government investment in new methods for fiber harvesting and processing are leading to projections of continued growth in the use of natural fibers in composites, with expectation of reaching 100,000 tonnes per annum by 2010 [3]. Besides new technologies, another possibility is to rescue traditional employment of natural fibers in textile industry. For example, in Philippine three natural fibers maguey, water hyacinth, and saluyot are now being commercialized through blending with polyesters which can spur a revival of the country’s textile industry that’s been shut down by import liberalization several years back [4].

The aim of the present paper is to characterize fibers from Latin America employed traditionally by native communities, under the framework of CYTED (www.cyted.org). In order to perform the research work fibers from Chile (quiscal, chagual, totora, mahute and junquillo), Argentina (chaguar and coir for purposes of properties comparison) and Peru (huimba, brown cotton, topa, atadijo and chambira) have been selected and their physical properties studied.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1. Latin American Natural Fibers

**Chile**: Quiscal (*Greigia spachelata* - leaf fiber), chagual (*Puya chilensis* Molina - leaf fiber), totora (*Typha latifolia* - leaf fiber), mahute (*Broussonetia papyrifera* - Eastern Island handcraft treated cork bark which was employed like cloth), junquillo (*Luzula chilensis* - leaf fiber). **Argentina**: Chaguar (*Bromelia urbaniana* - leaf fiber), coconut fiber or coir (*Cocos nucifera* - fruit fiber). It is worth of mention that coconut is an Asiatic native species. In the present study, the respective physical-chemical characteristics of this fiber will be used as comparison parameters in relation to the characteristics of the other fibers. **Peru**: Huiniba (*Ceiba samauma* - fruit fiber), brown cotton (*Gossypium barbadense* - fruit fiber), topa (*Ochroma pyramidale* - cortex fiber), atadijo (*Tremia micrantha* - cortex fiber), chambira (*Astrocaryum tucuma* - leaf fiber). All species are non-wood products from “Cordillera Escalera” located in San Martín region in Peru and all of them are employed by native communities called “laimistas”.

2.2. Analytical Methods

The tests were carried out in University of Minho (Textile Engineering Laboratories, Guimarães, Portugal). Standard test conditions of 65% relative humidity and temperature of 21°C were used for the entire test described below. **Fiber fineness** (linear density) was calculated according NF G 07-101 method in terms of TEX, defined as the weight in grams per 1000 m of the fiber, by weighing a known length of the fiber. **Tensile properties** of the fibers were determined according NP EN ISO 2062 method using a universal tensile testing machine (Hounsfield, UK). **Micronaire and maturity** of brown cotton were determined employing IIC Shirley Fineness and Maturity Tester. Its characterization was performed according ASTM D 5867 method employing Uster Spinlab HVI 900. Nova NanoSEM 200 Scanning Electron Microscope (FEI, USA) was used to investigate the **morphological characteristics** of individual fibers and fiber bundles. For observation in the SEM, the fibers were laid down on a stub using a conductive carbon tape and were sputter-coated with gold palladium prior to observations. **Contents of fats, waxes and impurities** were determined according NP 2247 (Point 7.1) method. The experimental conditions were: fiber drying during 4 hs at 105°C; fats, waxes and impurities extraction for 1 h in Soxhlet employing petroleum ether; washing during 1 h in water bath at 65°C and 1 h in water at room temperature; fiber drying during 4 hs at 105°C. The fats content was estimated by the equation (%): \((P2 - P3)/P2\)*100. **Determinations of humidity content and moisture regain** were performed according NP 2249 (Point 3.7.1) method. The fibers were climatized during 24 hs at 21°C and 65% relative humidity, dried during for 4 hs at 105°C and again climatized during 24 hs at 21°C and 65% relative humidity. The humidity content (%) was determined by \((P1 - P2)/P1\)*100. The moisture regain (%): \((P3 - P2)/P2\)*100. **Thermal behavior** of fibers was analyzed using Digital Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) to determine the mass loss by heat.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tensile tests measure the behavior of fibers when a force of deformation is applied along the fiber axis in terms of strength, tenacity and elongation [5]. The results of strength, tenacity and elongation, expressed as average and standard deviation, are presented in Figure 1. Coir
fiber has a high elongation percentage in comparison to other fibers analyzed. The tenacities of all fibers studied are similar to jute (0.27 - 0.52 N/Tex) and sisal (0.36 – 0.45 N/Tex), but slightly inferior to hemp (0.52 – 0.61 N/Tex) [6]. On the other hand, the elongation of studied fibers (exception coir) is similar to jute (1.7 -2.0 %), sisal (2 – 3%) and hemp (1.8 %) [6].

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 1** - Tensile properties of quiscal, topa, chagual, chaguar and coir. The results are expressed as average and standard deviation

The classification system employing High Volume Instrument (HVI) systems includes color grade, fiber length, micronaire, strength, length uniformity index, color Rd, color +b, and trash percent area. Classer determinations are leaf grade, extraneous matter and preparation [7]. The obtained HVI results for brown cotton are expressed in Table 1. The micronaire and linear density values obtained for brown cotton were respectively 3.82 and linear density of 0.387 Tex. This value is similar to the usually employed to white commercial cotton, which is marketed within the limits of 3.9 and 4.5 micronaire, being the ideal between 3.8 and 4.2 [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Len 1 (mm)</th>
<th>Len 2 (mm)</th>
<th>Unif</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>% Elong</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Work peak</th>
<th>Work total</th>
<th>% Crimp</th>
<th>Modulus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>80.40</td>
<td>15.83</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>1052.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>116.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VC %</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>15.61</td>
<td>12.46</td>
<td>17.05</td>
<td>16.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The micrographs presented in Figure 2 shown that quiscal has individual fibers with cylindrical and hollow shape, while mahute a quite porous microstructure. For the other fibers, the most of them are joined by the vegetal cortex, difficulting their separation.

![Micrographs](image2)

**Figure 2** - Electronic microscopy of quiscal (a) and totora (b)
According to Figure 3a, mahute and chaguarc fibers presented the highest values of fats, waxes and impurities. The determined values of regain are in the range from 5 % (atadjio) to 10% (quiscal). These regain values are compatible to cellulosic fiber values. Figure 3b shows DSC thermal behavior of the fibers tested. Is can be seen that chaguarc and quiscal present the highest thermal stability while totora and mahute present the highest mass lost due to heat effect.

![Graphs showing comparison of contents of fats, waxes and impurities and thermal behavior (DSC) of chaguarc, coir, quiscal, chaguarc, totora, mahute, huimba, brown cotton, topa, chambira and atadjio.]

Figure 3 – Comparison of contents of fats, waxes and impurities (a) and thermal behavior (DSC) (b) of chaguarc, coir, quiscal, chaguarc, totora, mahute, huimba, brown cotton, topa, chambira and atadjio.

4. CONCLUSION

The properties of natural fibers used by native communities from Latin America have been studied. These fibers are normally used for handcraft works and represent an important economical source for these communities. The results obtained within this research work shows that, considering the similarity of the physical properties with jute, sisal, hemp (fibers normally employed in composites fabrication), the studied fibers (unless brown cotton), besides traditional applications (clothes, decoration, bags, storage, reinforcement, load bearing, etc) present also application potential for natural fiber reinforced composites.
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